VISIONS OF A KILL:
THE RAY TRUTH MONOLOGUES
Chapter 6: “The World is Not Mine”
Like knives from a savage, flesh-covered blade, piercing
Icicles hung ominously from the warehouse awning.
There was Ray, surrounded by Nelly, hotshot, and one
other friendly character as they stood inside of a rusty,
abandoned warehouse. It was freezing outside. Gentle
snowflakes fell passively all around them as a barrel in their
center burned helplessly against the cold. Faces blank with
death and apathy surrounded Ray.
He hated this – everything about it.
“Alright, fellas,” Nelly declared, “Tonight’s the night. We all
go down, then we come up.”
One of characters suddenly shifted his head towards an
empty corner, causing Hotshot to reach for his gun.
“Goddamn, man, chill out!” Nelly declared.
A pit was forming in Ray’s stomach. This was not right.
“We goin’ where the rich people are,” Nelly continued, “Ray, I
want you to be the head.”
“what?” Ray asked.
“What you mean, what? You military, youngblood! Don’t act
like you don’t know!” Hotshot replied.
Ray hesitated.
“look, man, I’d rather-“
“don’t start,” Nelly interrupted, “this gotta happen.”

The pit doubled in size.
“Look, your boy don’t look like leadership material,”
Hotshot declared, “Fuck it - I’ll be point.”
“Aiight,” Nelly answered, “Do that.”
“Ok, we go in hard, fast, shoot only when we need to. Face
masks stay on and no matter what you do, no kids, at all.”
“What you mean?” the other character asked.
“It mean don’t shoot no motherfuckin’ kids,” Hotshot
answered.
“aiight. Let’s do this, fellas,” Nelly Sounded.
As the group began to walk off, Ray pulled Nelly aside.
“Hey, I want out after this.”
“Out? What you mean, out? Out the group?” Nelly replied, “
‘Cause we can get-“
“No- Out,’ Ray answered coldly.
“The world ain’t mine, Ray, but, I’ll see what I can do,” Nelly
answered. “Hey, after this lick, go buy your daughter somethin’
nice. We’ll see how you feel then.”
“Whatever.”
Ray walked away, angry.
The black night sky was just as cold as the hearts within.
-- Deliver him from the mire… --

